BAILOUT BLUES
State welfare for the rich and market capitalism for the poor
by Dr 5 Subramaniam Pillay

Does every Malaysim1 wlwse financilll position has been affected by the co/Iapse of the slock
mar/ret and ringgit get tire same opportunity to liquidate their assets for casl1 as Mirzan's
KPB?

hose of us who
contibute to the Em' - - -P' ployees Provident
Fund (EPF) are by now aware
that the 6.7 per cent dividend
credited for 1997 is the lowest
in more than two decades. It
is all the more disheartening
to see this happen in a period
when .interest rates are rising.
One of the reasons given for
this drop in the dividend is
the sharply reduced income
from EPF's investments ir the
stock market. In the last issue
of Aliran Monlhly(1998:1 ~[2]
March), some of the questionable investments of EPF were
highlighted. In this article~ we
v;ant to discuss the larger
question of the use of funds
from public and quasi-public
institutions to bail out companies that are well connected to
important groups or individuals in the ruling party. In particular, we want to focus on
the bailout of the Prime
Minister's eldest son, M.irzan
Mahathir, through the ~ of
Petronas funds n he
Petronas-MISC-KPB ieal.

The Petronas•.-....a.....KPB D

Daim Zainuddin and Anwar Tbrnhim :
Pledged that the Malaysian got,emment would not bail out troubltd privatr films.
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In early March, cash-rich
Petroliam . a;sional Bhd
(Petronas), • holly ov.'ned by
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the Malaysian government, the value of its capital, or
announced two separate but RM1.6 billion at the end of
related transactions.
1996. Meanwhile, Petronas,
the government's cash cow,
First,nationalshippingcarrier would virtually own most of
Malaysian International Ship- Malaysia's shipping vessels
ping Corporation Berhad through its controlling stake
(MISC), would acquire inMISCandwouldhavepaid
Petronas Tankers Sdn Bhd, a a hefty sum for this dubious
wholly owned Petronas sub- privilege. To mdinary Malaysidiary that is involved in the sians, this transaction defttransportation of liquified nitely appears to be a selective
natural gas (LNG). MISC rescue or bailout of an ailing
would pay for this acquisition private company, owned by
by issuing new MISC shares the Prime Minister's son, usto Petronas, raising the oil ing state funds. It is interestcompany's stake in the ship- ing to note that Petronas
per to more than 50 per cent comes directly under the jurisfrom the current 29.3 per cent. diction of the Prime Minister's
department.
In the second and more controversial transaction, MISC Now imagine a situation in
would acquire the entire ship- which a young entrepreuner
ping assets of Konsortium (we will call him Ahmad)
Perkapalan Berhad (KPB), a bought a shophouse in 1995
debt-laden company that is with a bank loan on the as51 per cent owned by Mirzan. sumption that his business
These assets include the Hong revenues would continue exKong-based Pacific Basin panding to enable him to reBulk Shipping Ltd (a shipping pay the loan. Come the seccompany that KPB acquired ond half of 1997 and Ahmad's
for US$240 million in July business is badly hit by the
1996) and several LNG vessels economic crisis over which he
held by KPB's wholly-owned has no control. The mortgage
subsidiary, PNSL Bhd. What payment has been increased
is interesting is that, unlike the due to higher interest rates
first acquisition above for while his sales and cashflow
which Petronas is to be paid have slumped due to the ecoin the form of new MISC nomic slowdown. Ahmad is
shares, in this case KPB is go- now unable to pay his loan
ing to be paid in cash.
instalments.
What this means is that by the
end of both these transactions,
Mirzan's KPB would have virtually zero debt; now, KPB' s
debt stands at more than triple

What happens to him and
thousands of other honest and
hardworking Malaysians who
took similar normal business
risks based on a vision of MaAli ran Monthly April1998: 18(3) Page 4

laysia that was propagated for
the past few years? Ahmad's
bank will eventually repossess his shophouse and auction it off to recover its loan to
him; meanwhile, Ahmad "rill
lose his entire savings and, in
all likelihood, go bankrupt.
No, Petronas is not going to
come and bail him out. They
are not going to buy over his
shophouse in cash at a fair
market value so that Ahmad
ends up debt-free!
What's the difference between
Mirzan and our imaginary
entrepreuner Ahmad? The
former, needless to say, is well
connected to the powers-thatbe while the latter is not. Of
course, Petronas and Mirzan
have already denied that
these transactions amount to
a bailout. But no amount of
denial is going to hide the obvious. Does every Malaysian
whose financial position has
been affected by the collapse
of the stock market and
ringgit get the same opportunity to liquidate their assets
for cash as Mirzan' s KPB?
L.et us step back for a moment
and look at the larger issues.
First, it is obvious that in this
150th anniversary year of Karl
Marx's publication of the famous Communist Manifesto,
the welfare state is strong and
alive in Malaysia albeit in a
unique format. Welfare here
entails state aid for the rich,
famous and well-connected
while the rest of us ~1alay
sians have to face the va£"ar-

ies of the sacred "market confidence in the market, then
forces". In short, state welfare we have a long way to go!
for the rich and market capiThird, the Prime Minister and
talism for the poor!
other government leaders
Second, the gap between the have argued that if the govwords and deeds of many of ernment did not rescue these
our politicians and regulators companies, they would go
is so big that it undermines all bankrupt and close down,
credibility. For example, the thus putting many employees
MISC-KPB deal was an- out of work. This argument
nounced shortly after both is not wholly true. If Mirzan's
government economic advi- KPB had not been bailed out
sor Daim Zainuddin and Fi- by
government-owned
nance Minister Anwar Petronas and eventually went
Ibrahim pledged that the Ma- bankrupt, what would have
laysian government would happened? KPB's haulage
not bail out troubled private business would have been
firms. The Prime Minister sold to a new owner or a rival
made an even more ridiculous firm - which would mean that
statement when he said all KPB employees such as the
Malaysian businessmen are drivers, mechanics, clerks and
his cronies. If that's the case, supervisors would keep their
then has he come to the res- jobs. Only a small number of
cue of all of them, both small senior staff, possibly includand big, regardless of politi- ing Mirzan, would lose their
cal affiliation? How many jobs! The foreign shipping asbusinessmen from PAS have sets would also have been
been rescued by government sold and employees in that
agencies? If this is how the subsidiary, who are mostly
government plans to re-instil foreigners, would also have

CAPITALISTS OF THE WORLD UNml

continued their employment
under new owners. Let us be
clear: If a business operation
is economically viable, it will
carry on regardless of who
owns it and thus continue
providing employment.
Fourth, another justification for
government bailouts has been
that it safeguards the
bumiputras' stake in the corporate sector. The recent controversy over non-bumiputra tycoons bailing out their
bumiputra counterparts is a
non-issue that diverts the attention of the ordinary public from
the real issue: the use of public
funds to save the rich and well
connected. Public funds should
be used to help the poorer majority of Malaysians ov~ome
the difficulties they are facing
due to the recession. Instead,
Petronas is using billions of
ringgit to save the Prime
Minister's son while the
_government's budget for basic
needs such as healthcare and
education is being cut. 0
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All hall the final victory of capitalism.
source : 17re A~lllrt Wall Strt!el jourunl, Friday- Saturday, Marclr 20-21, 1998
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AN OBSTINATE SILENCE
Trade Union Reps On EPF Board Should Exert Their Power
by Lim Kit Siang
themselves, and have appeared
~ ince the shock an- particular:
nouncement of the 6.7
not accountable or responsible
per cent Employees • The full details of the EPF to the nine million EPF conProvident Fund (EPF}
equity investments which tributors whose RM130 billion
dividend for last year, EPF Excaused the EPF's income provident fund they had been
ecutive Chairman Sallehuddin
from equity to drop from appointed to manage.
RM1,188.77 million in 1996
Mohamed and the 19-member
EPF Board have kept an obstito RM994.27 million in 1997 The position of the EPF connate silence, refusing to en- whether all these equities tributors seems to be worse
lighten the nine million EPF
were acquired before the than those of company sharecontributors the full reasons for
stockmarket turmoil in July holders who have recourse to
the lowest EPF dividend in 22
or otherwise.
ordinary general meetings or
years, lower than 1985 when
extraordinary general meetthe GOP growth was 1 per cent • The losses suffered by EPF ings to hold the company's
as a result of the EPF's for- board of directors to account.
(and yet the EPF could declare
ays into the Kuala Lumpur But EPF contributors seem to
a dividend of 8.5 per cent then).
stockmarket during the fi- be completely helpless. They
nancial turmoils in the sec- have no channel or avenue
The EPF Executive Chairman
ond half of 1997, and in par- whatsoever to get the EPF
and the EPF Board turned comticular, the role of and con- Board and management to acpletely deaf ears to the outrage
sequences to the EPF in the count for their stewardship of
ofEPF contributors, who want
RM60 billion government the RM130 billion in EPF funds.
to know why the EPF dividend
is at such a historic low, when
scheme to prop up certain
Amanah Saham Bumiputera
stock prices from early Sep- Since the shock announcement
of the 6.7 per cent dividend by
tember last year.
could declare a dividend of 11.5
the EPF, I have issued several
per cent for 1997, and when
loan interest is going up as high • Whether the EPF had lost statements- reflecting the conas 14 per cent in some banks
RM4 billion in the Kuala cems and demands of the nine
Lumpur Stock Exchange million EPF contributors - reand when the fixed deposit rate
questing answers from the EPF,
goes up as high as 11 per cent.
last year.
but they have been completely
They also decline to set an ex- • The involvement of the EPF ignored.
in the bail-out of troubled
ample of good corporate govcompanies,
like UEM, Sime The DAP will consider the posernance by living up to the
Bank
and
KUB Bhd.
sibility of taking legal action to
principles of openness, acblock the EPF from using EPF
countability and transparency
and refuse to respond to impor- Allin, the EPF Executive Chair- funds to bail out GEM, Sime
tant queries about EPF invest- man and the EPF Board have Bank and KUB, if the EPF
ment policy and decisions, in acted as if they are a law unto keeps an obstinate silence and
Aliran Monthly April1998: 18(3) Page 6

refuses to be accountable and
transparent in its investment
policy and decisions concerning the RM130 billion in EPF
funds.

Bank, had concluded on 26
September that Sime Securities
"consistently breached" trading limits for single customers,
with exposures reaching
RM980 million in May when
Was there any conflict of inter- the approved trading limit was
est in EPF's purchase of Sime only RM150 million.
Darby shares when the Sime
Bank CEO was a member of the This resulted in Sime Darby reEPF Investment Panel?
porting a group pre-tax loss of
RM1.8 billion for the half year
The time has come for the EPF ended December 31, 1997, priExecutive Chairman and the marily because Sime Bank inEPF Board to be reminded that curred an astounding pre-tax
their salaries and allowances loss of RM1.57 billion in the six
are paid from EPF funds and months to 31 December 1997,
that they are trustees and em- which required it to have a
ployees of the nine million EPF fresh capital injection of RM1.2
contributors. They are not EPF billion.
bureaucrats who are answerable to no one.
The five trade union representatives on the EPF Board
The EPF Executive Chairman should demand an emergency
and the EPF Board must devise board meeting to adopt a
a mechanism whereby EPF policy decision that EPF funds
contributors can give their in- should not be involved in any
put, express their concerns, and bailout of troubled companies
receive appropriate responses.
When the EPF dividend of 6.7
For instance, EPF contributors per cent was first announced
are entitled to know whether two weeks ago, trade union
there was any conflict of inter- leaders expressed mixed feelest when EPF purchased Sime ings, disappointment with the
Darby shares last year when low dividend, but happiness
Sime Bank CEO at the time, that "at least there is transparIsmail Zakaria, was a member ency".
of the EPF Investment Panel.
I do not know how trade union
On 31 October 1997, the EPF leaders could discover transbought 128 million of Sime parency in the EPF's manageDarby shares. This was after ment and investment of its
the gravity of Sime Bank's po- funds. In the last few days,
sition had been fully revealed however, the MTUC has come
to top Sime Darby manage- out publicly to express opposiment. It was recently reported tion to the EPF proposal to use
that a Price Waterhouse inves- RM1.5 billion of EPF funds to
tigation into Sime Securities, bail-out UEM by acquiring a
the stockbroking arm of Sime reported 20 per cent stake in
Aliron Monthly April 1998: 18(3) Poge 7

PLUS.
Trade union representatives on
the EPF Board have claimed
that "their hands are tied" as
far as the EPF's investments are
concerned; that EPF investments are handled by a special
committee, the Investment
Panel, where there is no trade
union representative; and that
the EPF Investment Panel is
"separate and distinct from the
Board"; and that Board members are only given a general
report on the status of investments undertaken on a regular
basis by the Investment Panel.
This is not the law and it is also
against the assurance given by
the government when Parliament debated the Employees
Provident Fund Act 1991. DAP
MPs then pressed for safeguards to ensure that workers'
interests are protected in investment decisions taken by
the EPF Investment Panel.
Then Deputy Finance Minister
Abdul Ghani Othman made it
very clear that, under Section
18(2) of the EPF Act, "the Investment Panel shall be subject
to such directions issued by the
Board and approved by the
Minister, from time to time."

It would appear that the trade
union representatives on the
EPF Board have rnisunderstood their powers and responsibilities as EPF Board members and their relationship with
the EPF Investment Panel, resuiting in their failure to discharge their important duty to
monitor investment decisions

by the EPF Investment Panel
through the issue of directions
and the review as to whether
such directions had been adhered to. To make up for the
failure to understand their true
powers and responsibilities as
EPF Board members and their
relationship with the EPF Investment Panel, the five trade
union representatives on EPF
Board should demand an
emergency board meeting to
adopt a policy decision on
three matters:
• the EPF executive chairman
and the EPF Board members
go on a nation-wide
roadshow to explain EPF investment policy and decisions to set an example of
good corporate governance
which is serious about the
principles of accountability
and transparency;

GROWING UP

1

By Richard Afari

1

Baafour. "Gruwing
Up" appeared in the
Summer Literary
Review, a specialissue devoted to recent African writing. The quarterly

Tell them we have
anticipated their coming
and our best hospitality
awaits them .• .

is published by

if they insist we shall

Fairleigh Dickinson
Un iversit y .
Baafour is a civil
servant in /\cera,

make new ones, it won't take
more than a stroke of pen
or maybe a gunshot or two

i

• it issues a directive to the
EPFinvestmentPanel that it
sho uld not involve EPF
fun ds in any bai lout of
troubled companies o r
banks; and that every such
involvement which smacks
of a bailout should be referred to the EPF Board for
specific approval;
• as a matter of policy, the EPF
should not bail ou t UEM
and should not take up an
equity stake in PLUS.

Um Kit Siang is the
Malaysian Parliamentary Opposition
Leader.

After the politicians
have left with signed copies
of the bilateral agreement
and the assurance of
a constituency for cash
the tycoons will come
it does not matter
at whose invitation
provided someone has
signed off the rationing
and the state of emergency

.Ghana.

We have repealed old laws

As long as they come
with money and machines
they could count on our goodwill
they could bring along
cash registers the freedom
to count in earnest
and if that suits them
a myth or two to keep up
an image or save a face
but please tell them not to
bother how to profess love
for our people or faith in us
all that old fashioned stuff
for the sincerity of words
doesn't matter any more
since our last economic crisis
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LOWEST EPF DIVIDEND
IN 20 YEARS
Workers becoming increasingly doubtful about the EPF's ability
to safeguard their lifetime savings
by G Raiasekaran

g

he6.7percentdividend
for 1997 is the lowest in
twenty years. It is evident that the EPF has
become complacent, especially in
the last seven years. In spite of
the economic downturn, the
EPF's dismal performance is a
big let down for the 7 million
contributors. Even smaller retirement funds managed by the
Armed Forces fund and Trust
funds managed by Tabung Haji
have consistently declared significantly higher dividends.

EPF Dividend for the past 20
years:
Percentage
Year
7.00
1977-1978
7.25
1979
1980-1982
8.00
1983-1987
8.50
1988-1994
8.00
7.50
1995
7.70
1996
6.70
1997
Even during the recession years
of the mid 1980s, the EPF declared a higher dividend of 8.5
per cent. We must remind the
EPP Board that the entire working population in the private sector depends on their savings with
the EPF for their survival and to

provide for their dependants after retirement. Unlike most Govemment employees, workers in
the private sector do not receive
any pensions. Workers have
placed their faith and trust in the
EPF Board to manage their savings efficiently and to enhance
their growth to make up for the
decline in the purchasing power
of the Ringgit due to inflation.
Over the years, workers have
become increasingly doubtful
about the EPF's ability to safeguard their lifetime savings. We
are not convinced that the EPP's
dismal performance is a result of
the economic downturn. In our
view, the economic downturn
has provided a good cover to
hide their failure.
The ever-increasing unpost-able
contributions is an excellent example of the EPF' s Jack of commitment. A collosal amount of
more than RM200 million remains as unpostable contributions. In spite of spending millions of ringgit on high technology equipment and main-frame
computers, such a huge amount
of contributions remains
unpostable. The quantum has
increased tremendously in the
Aliron Monthly April 1998: 18(3) Page 9

last seven years.
Even in good times, many employers failed to remit contributions in respect of thol!sands of
workers. EPF's failure to act
quickly and decisively has led to
huge loses. This situation will
worsen during the coming
months.
Today, the share market is down.
The EPF Board must take advantage of high-yielding deposit
rates and not dump too much
into low-return Government securities and should stop Iendings
at fixed low interest rate for unreasonably extended period. The
EPF Board must be bold enough
to reject any Government directives that will not be in the contributors' best interest. Even
though economic growth for
1998 will be lower, the EPF is in
a good position to improve earnings and to make up for the
losses suffered by contributors in
the past three years. The EPF
must be alert. 0

SURVIVING THE CRISIS
What is neeclecl is reform, not rhetoric

by Kua Kia Soong

g

n the current eco- As for Malaysian food, the Sekinchan arc told their land
nomic downturn, the Malaysian Government must is to be acquired for a non-prorecipe beloved of poli- bear full responsibility for the ductive Government project!
ticians in Indonesia lack of a credible National Agand Malaysia is reminiscent of ricultural Policy and the ne- Two years ago, alarm bells
Germany in the Thirties. In glect of the rural sector. It has warned of the impending
our case, reinventing scape- pumped much of the national downturn and that unless the
goats in the form of Soros and wealth into the National Car respective Governments of the
the international Jewish con- and-hlshway projects. Much region controlled credit and
spiracy just didn't
wasteful projects,
work. Then instead
they would not be
of taking firm action
able to avoid an ecoto restructure the
nomic collapse.
economy, we have
Even the IMF,
which had got their
seen the jingoism of
sums wrong, were
"Buy Malaysian"
ultimately sending
while the very politimuted signals of
cians who are mouthneeded change. But
ing this - from the
somehow, it was asPrime Minister to the
sumed that the inLeader of the Oppovestors- both Westsition - drive around
em and Asian- who
in their Mercedes Fanners who lost tlreir land in Kerpa11, Keilalt : Tk gouernment m11st
bear full responsibility for the lllck of a crnliblt: National Agriculflaal
had been responBenzes!
Policy
sible for funding the
growth, would conThe point about this
pseudo-nationalism is that for of our choice local food pro- done the indiscriminate use of
politicians to call on Malay- duce is exported to countries their investment dollars to
sians to "Love Our Country" such as Singapore and Japan. support uneconomic projects
by "Buying Malaysian" and What's left is inferior-quality such as the Bakun Dam.
"Bringing Home Your Foreign local food or increasingly exWealth" is hypocritical and a orbjtant imported products. What is intere•-ting i5 that,
diversion. As one of our local We hear of wise intentions- af- apart from local NGOs, only a
newspapers rightly pointed ter the event- by the corporate handful of experts in the gloout, it is problematic to try to bosses in UMNO Youth to "go bal economy foresaw the
pinpoint what are in fact "Ma- down to the countryside" looming economic cnsis. The
laysian" goods, and this in- while the most productive rice supposedly \'bionary politicludes our "National Car"!
growers in the country at cians scoffed at their critics
Aliron Monthly April1998. 18(3) Page 10

while greedy bankers were
falling over to ingratiate themselves to government leaders.
Meanwhile, foreign fund managers investing in Asia
thought they had a handle on
the situation since they had
direct access to the leadership.

the crisis and reforming the
economy or are they busy trying to save companies that
have squandered so much of
the national wealth?
The Government says we have
a high saving ratio. Now, that
is a good fundamental. But
what good is a high saving ratio when funds from the Employees Provident Fund are
burned in the stock market
and in non-accountable investments -leaving us with just 6.7
per cent dividends for 1997?
And why do we buy equipment at double the market
price? This has been the usual
procedure in infrastructure development until this downtum.

The management gurus, securities experts and empiricist
academics who had got it
wrong in their own countries
began offering snake oil elixirs to cash in on the same politicians who apparently lack
the Asian code of honour by
not accepting their mistakes
and resigning. The Government keeps repeating themessage that our fundamentals
remain strong but no official
can actually spell out what
these fundamentals really are. There have been massive investments in water systems
Confidence and Tru• t
and yet we have frequent
The most important funda- breakdowns and a water crimental is confidence. Does the sis looming. There is also a
Malaysian Government exude dearth of confidence in the adthis? The claims to transpar- ministration of local governency ring hollow when the ment which allows polluting
Official Secrets Act and the In- industries
into
water
ternal Security Act are still en- catchment areas. Investments
forced to deter the revelation in electricity generating equipof vital information on the ment have been even more
companies that are heading for substantial and yet there are
a crash and the true status of frequent blackouts and brownthe economy. We were told outs. The list goes on.
only recently that every finan- Privatisation of public services
cial institution in the country was meant to be cost efficient
was fine but now the taxpay- but all the Government seems
ers will have to bail out Bank to have done is to sell the family silver.
Bumiputra yet again.
What is the National Economic
Action Council really doing?
Are they providing affirmative
action for the poor victims of

Investors in pension and other
funds are ignored when their
funds are spent on certain individuals and cronies. The inAliron Monthly April 1998: 18(3) Poge 11

terests of minority shareholders were likewise compromised in the recent Renong/
UEM deal in which the authorities displayed a peculiar
understanding of economic
justification, return on investment and shareholder value
by "buying high and selling
low''! In this way, our EPF has
apparently lost billions of
ringgit. So much for our high
savings ratio.
And when we look at the highway projects, investors expect
these to be awarded to the
most cost-effective tender selected on merit and who submits a comprehensive proposal before evaluation by the
authorities. But invariably we
find that in all these toll road
projects, the rates are decided
after the highways are built.
So how did these gentlemen
organise the financing for the
projects when they had not determined the revenues in the
first place? How did the Government arrive at the decision
that these respective concessionaires were the best?
In fact, Renong's failure to secure several overseas projects
was not surprising. They were
rejected by the Chinese authorities for both the highway
and power projects for which
they bid. According to reports
from foreign experts who
evaluated the projects for the
Chinese, the offers required
high subsidies from the Chinese and Malaysian authorities in their financial package.
Having failed, Renong's an-

swer was to inform the international press that the Chinese
were corrupt. So much for the
Prime Minister having opened
the Chinese market for them!
In the case of India, the rate of
toll agreed to by their Parliament was 40 paise or 0.4 rupee/km. But in Malaysia the
UEM rate is 10 sen/km. So
how do Malaysian companies
expect to successfully secure
Indian road projects?

and restructuring of the political economic system is fatally
flawed.
At the technical level, the criteria for strengthening the
economy must include effective management of the
economy; provision of timely
and accurate information;
strong cash flow, and a level of
debt finance allowable by the
economic rate of return.

It is clear that a country's "ecoThe Malaysian Government's nomic fundamentals" encapmodus operandus is to first sulates more than sound ecosecure such projects on a Gov- nomic policy. They demand
ernment-to-Government basis transparent procedures, an acand then subsidize the projects countable political system and
for the favoured Malaysian a free flow of information.
contractors. Is there transparency in the selection of con- Lastly, instead of pandering to
tractors eligible for these con- jingoistic rhetoric, the polititracts and in purveying infor- cians should ensure that "Love
Our People" policies are
mation on them?
implemented. As usual, in
Nor are investors happy with every economic downturn the
the use of Government agen- victims who must bear the
cies to issue bonds to guaran- brunt of the crisis are retee local borrowing. As long trenched workers and the
as the Government continues poorer classes who will have
to pursue this policy of sup- to suffer the effects of inflation
porting crony businessmen, and the tight market. This is
the time for a responsible Govthe crisis will get worse.
ernment not to let them down
by making cutbacks in essenFundamental
tial public services but for
Reforms &
more public spending on job
Restructuring
creation, retraining, restructurIt has been pointed out by a ing and cushioning the effects
number of Malaysian officials of inflation. 0
that this economic crisis provides an opportunity for us to
Dr Kwl Kia Soong, a former
rethink our priorities. HowMP, is a politiad analyst
ever, their call for the public to
and social activist based in
tighten their belts without dePetaling Jaya.
manding fundamental reform
AI iran Monthly April1998: 18(3) Poge 12

SLUMS
Bulldozed, yesteryear's
squalid squatter
settlement has gone ...

I

from the rubble
a gleaming tower
block of lowcost apartments
was resurrected.
i well remember
how puffed-pride
the then Minister
of Housing declared
this building open.

as eyesore laundry
gaily flutters
from every floor
and garbage
is daily dumped
out of windows
you now realise
all development did
was raise our slums
from the horizontal
to

v
E

by Cecil Rlljnulra

ECONOMY IN CRISIS
Both external and internal factors to blame
by Dr Syed Husin Ali

g

he present economic
crisis, which takes the
form of ringgit and
stock depreciation,
has haunted Malaysia and severa! countries in this region for
about eight months since the
middle of 1997. At the end of
last year, Prime Minister Dr
Mahathir Mohamad predicted
that the crisis would end
within six months, while Minister Dr Ling Liong Sik surmised that it would be over
within three months. Perhaps
both leaders were only expressing their hopes and
dreams, whilst at the same
time trying to raise public confidence. Unfortunately, not
long after their predictions, the
ringgit and share market took
a steep dive.
At the beginning of February
this year, following the twin
festivals - the Muslim Aidil
Fitri and the Chinese New
Year, the ringgit and the share
market recovered slightly before declining again. Nobody
could tell for sure whether this
recovery was only temporary
or whether it would continue
for a long time.

on several unpredictable factors, including political developments in Indonesia especially. The economic situation
in Malaysia and in the ASEAN
region is still wrought with uncertainty. Whether the crisis
has reached rock bottom or
not, and when this country
will ever be able to overcome
it, are difficult to predict.

in property development,

which depended heavily on
foreign loans that could not be
paid back when the property
market fell. The country's current account deficit was large
and this caused a depreciation
in the value of the baht. Speculators took advantage of the
situation to reap huge profits.
After the baht, the value of the
peso and the rupiah also fell
against the US dollar. When
the problem reached Malaysia
and the ringgit began to depreciate in July 1997, Mahathir
alleged that the main cause of
the currency depreciation was
unscrupulous operations carried out by selfish speculators.
He named Georg Soros, an
American national as the culprit. Actually, at that time there
were also local speculators
who took advantage of the
situation.

81g plims, no money: The Linear City
project was another unproductive mega
project.

Roots of the Crisis

The crisis started in Thailand
and quickly spread to the Philippines, Indonesia and finally
Now there are those who are Malaysia. It is now generally
worried that conditions may recognised that its source in
grow even worse, depending Thailand was overproduction
Aliran Monthly April 1998: 18(3} Page 13

Although it is hard to deny the
role of some of these international speculators, nobody
takes seriously the theory that
one speculator alone could
have caused damage to so
many countries. Nonetheless,
owing to continuous media
propaganda (especially over
television), Mahathir has been
quite successful in convincing

a large number of people that
Sores was indeed the root of
the problem. But after that,
every time Mahathir opened
his mouth, the value of the
ringgit and of shares dropped.
Actually, speculation for the
purpose of making large profits quickly is a well-known feature of international capitalism. It is said that every day
something to the tune of
US$2.5 trillion (or 2r5()0 billion)
circulates in the world market,
about 95 per cent is for speculative purposes and less than
a mere 5 per cent is for trade.
Malaysia is also involved in
currency speculation; for instance, in 1992, Bank Negara
was alleged to have lost about
RM16 billion (some said it was
double the amount) as a result
of its involvement in speculation in the sterling.

ket. Malaysia opened its doors
widely to receive more foreign
capital, which, together with
local capital, was thought to be
necessary for some massive
development being carried
out. Foreign borrowing (which
was largely by the private sector) amounted to around
RM200 billion, 30 percent of
which was in the form of short
term loans.

During the eighties, much of
the foreign financing was in
the form of direct foreign investment (DFI) to develop the
manufacturing and industrial
sectors, consistent with the objectives of the Malaysian industrial policy. Indeed this
generated growth and increased job opportunities, but
at the same time it also increased foreign ownership and
led to a large outflow of profits. In a sense, the DFI was
Speculation is like a virus; it at- quite stable, because it could
tacks the body or parts of the not be easily withdrawn, even
body that are weak and most if it was necessary do so.
vulnerable. When Mahathir
said that Sores managed to de- During the nineties particustroy in a week what Malay- larly, most of the capital inflow
sia had painfully developed was in the form of portfolio infor forty years, he was uncon- vestment, mainly concensciously admitting that there trated in shares and bonds.
was indeed structural weak- This was encouraged to proness in the Malaysian mote the Kuala Lumpur Stock
Exchange as one of the leadeconomy.
ing share markets in Asia. To
Such weakness became evi- facilitate this type of investdent especially over the last ment, many liberalisation prodecade when Malaysia cesses were undertaken and
changed its orientation: ac- restrictions withdrawn. It was
cepting almost without reser- said that, at one time, 70 per
vation
the
idea
of cent of the KLSE's growth deglobalisation, liberalisation, pended on foreign capital. But
deregulation and the free mar- portfolio capital is very specuAliran Monthly April 1998: 18(3) Page 14

lative and can be almost instantly withdrawn. In fact, this
is one of the factors that has
contributed to the present
share market instability.
Towards the end of the 1980s
and during the 1990s, much of
the foreign and local capital
was mobilised to carry out several megaprojects, which cost
billions of dollars. Among
them are the Bakun Hydroelectric Project, the Second
Link to Singapore, the Twin
Towers, the Kuala LumpUI International Airport (KLIA) and
Putrajaya, a new administrative capital. One estimate puts
the total investment in all the
megaprojects at close to
RM150 billion.
Most of these projects are not
productive. They require importing a lot of foreign material and heavy machinery. Thls
is an added burden to the
country's import expenditure,
which is already heavy what
with the existing dependence
on many import items, including even agricultural and
dairy products. Large foreign
borrowings as well as import
expenditure affected the
nation's balance of payments
and increased the current account deficit, which was estimated at RM14.8 billion or
about five percent of GNP last
year.
As if these mega projects "''ere
not enough, more were
planned, such as a linear city
in Kuala Lumpur, the highland highway across the Main

Range, a bridge linking
Sumatra with the Peninsula,
and a new international airport for the northern region
based in Kedah.

small highly privileged group
and the majority of people, especially those from the lowerand middle-income levels.

Barisan Nasional, which has
created a core of crony capitalists among hand-picked close
family members and friends,
who control the privatised
From the above explanation, it companies I industries and the
Many mega projects have been is clear that the economic cri- mega projects, extensively borprivatised. Besides these, sev- sis in this country, as in many row capital and import mateeral highly profitable public countries in the region, is not rials from foreign sources, insector companies and indus- caused only by external fac- dulge in waste and corruptries, such as electricity,
tion, reap profits by matelecommunications,
nipulating the share marpostal services, and highket, and accumulate exways have been privatised
tensive wealth. They have
and awarded to individunow caused structural
weaknesses in the system,
als known to be close to
the government or certain
which have made it easier
government leaders.
for the foreign "virus" to
attack the weakened MaMany children, relatives
laysian ''body". In such a
situation, when the
and close friends of the
economy declines, public
powers-that-be have been
confidence also falls, degiven the opportunity to
spite the claim of strong
own and/ or control these
fundamentals. Oearly, beprivatised projects. They
sides the foreign powers
were given easy access to
and elements, the Barisan
bank loans even though
Nasional Government, to
most of them did not have
a great extent, is not free
strong security to back
The Bakun Blunder: The government may use public
from blame for the ecothese borrowings. They funds to compensate Ting Pek Khiing's Ekran .
nomic ailment the country
borrowed from both local
is suffering today.
and foreign financial institutions. Most of the companies tors, but also by internal faclneHectlve
they owned or controlled have tors. Some of the external facMeasures
been public listed, with special tors that can influence the ecoshares given to them and nomic or financial conditions The present economic malaise
many others close to the gov- in Malaysia are: the economic has affected the whole counernment leaders and the gov- dominance of leading imperi- try and all social groups. As
alist powers, their strong cur- noted earlier, one of the major
erning parties.
rency positions, the role of UJl- problems faced by the country
In this way, crony capitalism scru pulous in tern a tiona I is the relatively large current
quickly flourished, and to- speculators, and the instability account deficit. Among the
gether with it nepotism, cor- in some neighbouring coun- measures taken by the government to overcome this probruption and mismanagement tries such as Indonesia.
lem were to reduce the 1998
spread widely. The emergence
of a small number of crony As for the more important in- budget by 18 percent (without
capitalists further exacerbated ternal factors, they are related parliamentary debate) and
the inequality between the to the policies of the ruling postpone (not cancel) a numAli ron Monthly April 1998: 18(3) Page 15

ber of the megaprojects. It is
not clear how this budget cut
will affect the ordinary people
because there does not appear
to be a clear policy or guideline regarding allocations for
social services, particularly
housing, health and education,
that affect the welfare of the
low- and middle-income
groups.
There is also no assurance that
some of the more wasteful and
unproductive megaprojects
will be abandoned when the
economy recovers. For all we
know, the new megaprojects
that were already planned but
not yet carried out may also be
resumed after the recovery. If
we are not willing to learn
from the present experience
and if we repeat the same mistakes by continuing to indulge
in wasteful and unproductive
megaprojects, then the possibility is that the present crisis
will. occur again in the future.
Unlike Indonesia, Korea and
Thailand, Malaysia has quite
rightly refused to borrow from
the International Monetary
Fund (IMF). In many ways the
IMF is dominated by the superpowers, in particular the
United States, which can and
has often tried to control nations indebted to that
organisation. IMF aid does not
guarantee that any country
suffering from an economic
crisis can be rescued; in fact, it
can even work against the interests of the recipient.

has been under the IMF for
about 30 years, yet it has not
been able to solve its basic economic problems; in fact, it is
burdened with heavy annual
debt service. Mexico also accepted an IMF rescue package
two or three years back, but its
economy has not yet recovered. On the other hand, it has
to surrender to the IMF much
of it rights and roles in determining its own administration
and financial future. In several
African states, conditions imposed by tl1e IMF concerning
the role of the market and subsidies have led to the poor and
lower-income groups being
burdened with heavier payments for social services such
as health and education.
There are certain groups which
are attracted to the IMF because it is supposed to be able,
through conditions imposed
on borrowing countries, to ensure that those countries will
strive to widen the space for
democracy and fight against
nepotism and corruption. History has shown that the IMF
was not able to do anything to
the corrupt Marcos regime in
the Philippines or the autocratic Algerian military regime, although both of them
received IMF funds. It is hard
to foretell to what extent the
IMF will be able to pressure
the Suharto regime to effectively eradicate rampant corruption and nepotism in Indonesia.

Although Malaysia has reFor example, the Philippines fused IMF loans, it has impleAliron Monthly April 1998: 18(3) Page 16

mented many of the conditionalities attached by the IMF to
its loan programme, except for
eradicating nepotism and corruption. The BarisanNasional
government leaders have yet
to prove that they are willing
to go beyond mere rhetoric
and take firm action against
these malpractices. This will be
most difficult to do because it
involves taking action against
their own selves.
The fall in the value of the
ringgit and stocks has been by
as much as 40 and 60 percent
respectively, and it has affected
the corporate sector very severely. As a result of the ringgit
depreciation, foreign loans
that must be paid in dollars
have increased significantly.
Many leading figures in this
group are threatened with
bankruptcy. They form the
most prominent of the crony
capitalists, who have become
wealthy with the help or sponsorship of some of the most
powerful government leaders.
They are close to these leaders
because of family ties and
friendship or political connections; in return for government
help or sponsorship they contribute funds to the leaders or
parties in government; and
some of them are nominees of
certain government leaders or
companies belonging to the
governing parties. As such, it
is not surprising that many
steps taken by government
purportedly to improve the
economy have actually been
for the purpose of saving the
crony capitalists.

Following the serious decline
in the ringgit and share values
and large losses suffered by
corporate figures, Mahathir
seemed to have worked hard
to help bail them out. Towards
the end of September 1997, he
announced the formation of a
RM60 billion fund, sourced
from public funds under government control, mainly the
EPF, Khazanah and PNB. It is
outrageous for the government to use especially the
Employees' Provident Fund,
which is meant for the oldage security of workers, to bail
out a selected group of crony
capitalists.
There are also attempts to use
government funds to pay compensation to Ekran, owned by
Tmg Pck Khiing, a corporate
figure who is well-known to be
close to the Prime Minister.
Then, in the middle of November, UEM was involved in areverse takeover of Renong - reputedly a holding company of
UMNO - to save the company
and its chairman, Halim Saad,
from deep debts. The government allowed this takeover,
which was worth about
RM2.34 billion, although it
was pointed out that in the
process some regulations or
laws were flouted.
Actually, it is not just the crony
capitalists who have suffered
from the economic crisis. The
ordinary people have not been
spared either. The prices of
goods, especially daily essentials, shot up before the big
twin festivals around the end

of January 1998, and there is
no likelihood that prices will
come down again. More seriously, around 10,000 workers
have been retrenched; it is expected that the number will
increase if the economy continues to slide. The government
does not seem to be able to
stem these problems.

without consultation or the
agreement of the latter, can
never be able to solve the
country's economic woes. But
the move has deceived the
people and provided good
propaganda mileage for government leaders. Similarly, the
campaign for contributions of
cash or gold, especially from
women, wi11 not be able to
When the membership of the supplement very much our
NEAC was announced by the foreign reserves.
prime minister, he said that
the price hikes would be dis- Lest we forget, it is the governcussed as an urgent matter ment itself which was responduring its first meeting. Yet, sible for squandering large
after the meeting, no decisive amounts of the country's foraction was taken. Looking at eign reserves; for example,
the composition of the NEAC, about RM16 billion was allegwe notice that the majority of edly lost during the foreign exthe members are government change scandal in 1992, and
or corporate leaders; and the about RM9 billion disapfew who belong to neither peared towards the end of last
group are not known to be ei- month in a futile attempt to
ther courageous or critical of prop up the ringgit.
the government's pro-capital
policies. Perhaps the NEAC To rescue the country from the
was set up to protect the inter- economic crisis now and in the
future, the Parti Rakyat Malayests of the wealthy.
sia (PRM) proposes that the
Conclusion and
government takes the followProposals
ing measures:
As a pro-capitalist government, it is obvious that the • Review the policies on
globalisa tion, liberalisation
Barisan National gives greater
and the free market so that
priority to its own interests
and to those of the crony capithe country will not depend
excessively on foreign capitalists, rather than to the intal and so that the interests
terests of the ordinary people.
To demonstrate their willingof the country and the
ness to sacrifice, the ministers
people will always be protected and given first priorhave cut 5-10 per cent of their
ity and, consistent with this,
basic pay. They know very
reject any IMP loan/ aid;
well that the amount collected
from this pay cut and from the
cut in the salaries of senior of- • Discontinue, not just postpone, all megaprojects that
ficers, which has been done
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have not yet started, if they
are found to be unproductive and carry out a detailed
review of all megaprojects
that have already commenced, with the aim of
abandoning or scaling them
down to avoid wastage;
• Eradicate the system and
practice of crony capitalism,
which favours the amassing of wealth mainly by
close relatives, friends and
close associates of some
leading government figures;
• Fight all forms of corruption and nepotism at all levels, beginning with the
highest level in government, and place the AntiCurruption Agency w1der
an independent royal commission that is accountable
to Parliament;

• Provide adequate allocations for social services housing, health and education - particularly for the
low- and middle-income
groups, control price hikes
of essential food and services, and ensure that no
wastage or nepotism occurs
in connection with them;
• Review privatisation policies
and
withdraw
privatisation of companies
or industries that have
proven to be inefficient and
not beneficial to the general
public, but instead burden
them with increasing tolls
and levies. Restructure the
public sector so that it is free
from corruption and waste;

and interests;
• Increase democratic space
to encourage more open
and responsible dialogue,
through appropriate institutions and media, on different economic, political
and social problems affecting the future of the people
and the country.
The PRM recognises that it is
impossible for the top leaders
of the Barisan Nasional government to accept or implement most of the above views
and proposals, because they
are contrary to their own political and economic interests.
Therefore, the people need to
rise and work hard to replace
them. We call upon all indi-

• Introduce a new agricul-

viduals, groups, organistions

tural and food policy that
will promote a rise in agricultural production, guarantee food security and decrease imports of agricultural and other food commodities, while ensuring
that local produce does not
become more expensive.
Regulate the export of fish,
vegetables and fruits as
long as there is a shortage
in the local supply;

and parties, irrespective of
their politics or ideology, to
join forces with the common
objective to build a strong and
courageous peoples' movement to struggle for change
and for the establishment of a
new society based on justice,
truth, equity, comradeship and
unity, free from corruption,
abuse, nepotism and mismanagement, and giving priority
to the interests of the country
and of the people. The PRM is
willing to participate in and
contribute to the struggle to
achieve
these
noble
objectives.O

• Supervise and regulate, if
necessary, foreign transfers
of large amounts of local
currency to foreign banks
and the borrowing of large
short term loans (especially
for unproductive projects)
by private companies and
individuals. Introduce rules
to disallow the easy flight
• Abolish the NEAC because,
of foreign capital;
as presently constituted, it
appears to be more inter• Ensure that government
funds (which actually beested in rescuing crony
long to the people), and
capitalists and the share
market. Replace it with a
public funds controlled by
Consultative Economic and
the government are not
Unity Council, consisting of
used to bail out crony capimembers
representing ditalists and other corporate
verse groups, tendencies
figures;
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girls, the Youth and Sports Ministry comes up with this
cockamamie idea of organising a
freefall over the North Pole.
What, pray tell, is the logic behind this stupid outing, especially at a time like this? A time,
that is, when people are losing
their jobs and finding it difficult
to make ends meet; a time when
educational cutbacks leave academics unable to attend and
present research papers at conferences because there is no local funding available; a time
when we're being told to tighten
our belts.

Investors or
Traitors?

Fre falllnR Frivolity

These days we're constantly being reminded to reduce consumption and not be wasteful; in
fact, to be thrifty during this period of economic crisis. On top of
that, we get our pay cut and are
Aforeigner who buys shares: urged to donate whatever little
Investor.
savings and valuables we have
A foreigner who sells shares: to some dana or another, which
Speculator.
is supposedly aimed at restoring
A foreigner who short-sells the Malaysian economy. It
shares: Manipulator.
would seem that we're now beA foreigner who lends shares ing called upon to act like true
for short-selling: Conspirator. patriots and to help our country
rise -like the proverbial phoenix
A Malaysian who buys - from the economic ashes.
shares: Patriot.
A Malaysian who sells shares: Which is all fine and good, of
Betrayer (Sic).
course, although rather predictA Malaysian who short-sells able. Such calls certainly would
become more credible if hot-shot
shares: Economic saboteur.
A Malaysian who lends Malaysian politicians and tyshares for short-selling: Trai- coons put their money w here
tor.
their mouth is and made generous contibutions to the various
A foreign analyst/ economist dana before exhorting the rakyat
who's bearish: ISA detainee.
to do so.
A local analyst/ economist
who's bearish: Who? Never Be that as it may, at the same time
heard of him!
as we're being told to be obedient and patriotic little boys and

An observer watching developments in the Kuala Lumpur financial markets has come up
with this new glossary:

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•

*****
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Indeed, how much money is going to be wasted on this ridiculousNorthPoleendeavour? And
what really is the point? Is it to
remind ourselves that "Mawysia
Boleh", no matter how idiotic the
reminder may be? Is it to tell the
whole world - if they're listening
that is - that we Malaysians can
do anything and everything?
Honestly, now that the hoo-ha
has died down, do you remember the names of the two Malaysians who managed to conquer
Everest? By the same token, is
anybody - beyond those involved- really going to be bothered with this North Pole escapade? And what will it be next?
Snorkelling in the Sahara? Golfing in the Gobi? Synchronised
swimming in the South China
Sea?
If whipping up patriotic fervour
is indeed the motive behind these

silly attempts, the folks at the
Youth and Sports Ministry really
must stop making utter ninnies
of themselves (remember Rakan
Muda?), learn from the success
of the 1992 Thomas Cup team,
and concentrate on what we're
really passionate about, like bad

minton. Indeed, from the look of
things, badminton is about the
only sport where Malaysia has a
fighting chance of getting any
medals during the con-ring Commonwealth Games.

*****
M ga? Wha Mega.,
Don' t you just find it downright
disgusting theway that language
is (mis)used and redefined, especially by politicians, to suit their
ends? The Pol Pot regime in
Cambodia, for example, removed the word ''sleep" from
the Khmer language and replacedit with ''rest" during their
systematic programme of genocide. Now, we in Malaysia are
being asked by the International
Trade and Industry Minister not
to use the term "mega projects-"
when talkingaboutprojects such
as the KLIA, the MSC and the
Petronas Twin Towers.

forgot that we Malaysians don' t
like to read.

triotic'' songs and other media,
it is perhaps time the authorities,
especially in the Ministry of
Propaganda ....err.. .Information
started realising that Malaysians
athetic
these days, for one reason or anPropagancla
other, demand more - at a time
when prices are going up and the
e conomy is in a mess - than
bull#### slogans like "Bullish on
Bouncing Back." Rumour has it
that this "public service" (give us
a break!) ad wasmeantfortheintemationalmedia to renew international investors' confidence.
However, the idea was shelved,
most likely because the powers
that be- in a rare moment of wisdom - realised that such bull
would have bounced right back
in their faces. So, they decided
to try it on a not-so-gullible MaIt is perhaps 110t surprising for us laysian audience instead. It' s a
to discover that the Minister of slickly piece of propaganda, no
Tok Mat, is the person doubt. Frankly; it would have
who peru1ed the lyrics to that idi- been slightly more convincing if
otic song, "Cinta IT". Yes, that- the "narrator" wasn' t a regular
stupid song which is an insult to TV2 newsreader who seems to be
the intelligence of even a two the only living narrator/
year old child. Now, apparently, newsreader in Malaysia.
Tok Mat is in the process of producing- on CD-ROM, no less- a But surely the most idiotic pro"Greatest Hits" compilation of paganda song being broadcast
equally inane, so-called "patri- incessantly these days is the one
otic" songs. Evidently, the pro- done by the of Culture and Tourceeds from the sales will go to- ism Ministry. Yes, the one that
wards the fund for adding to the goes (altogether now, in your
country's reserves in this time of shrillest voice) "The world is calleconomic crisis. Since every top ing out Malaysia....-" ad nnuseum.
politician seems to be laying Come on-lah, Sabarudin Chik,
down 10 sen bets these days, we surely you've got some creative
too would like to get in on the act people in your Ministry who can
and wager the same amour1t that, come up with Jess inane lyrics.
firstly, the cost of producing the Whether you wish to be bullish
CD-ROM wiU be more than the or to just bull####, at the very
sales revenue genera ted and, sec- least you shouldn' t insult the inondly, that this is one CD-ROM telligence of your audience and
that the "pirates" won't bother to instead come up \Vith something
cetak-tompnk and sell at Imbi that shows that Malaysians are
Plaza.
not pea-brained baboons.

*****

Inaniti

After all, so goes her argument,
projects like the new Hong Kong
Airport and even the many New
York skyscrapers cost more than
the .KLIA or the Twin Towers.
Yeah, right, Rafidah would you
mind pulling my other leg? Such
comparisons are a trifle disingenuous: and certainly miss the
point The point, to put it very
simply, is this Hong Kong and
New York evidently can afford
these projects; Malaysia can't,
especially in a time of economic
crisis and especially when these
projects are based on borrowed
money. So, whether you want to
call them mini, kttchi or whatever,
the fact is we could do without
them right now. Wasn't it
Charles Dickens who wrote in
Great Expectations, that when expenditure exceeds income, the
result is misery? Oh, silly me, J Still on the topic of so-called "pa-
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Inflated and
•hort-changed
Ever since our country (and the
region) got hit by the economic
and financial crisis, we often hear
traders and business people saying that they can no longer maintain the old prices of their goods.
In short, the prices need to be increased to reflect what they claim
to be the real economic situation
in the country.
As a result, we get the constant
battle between businesses and
consumer groups such as
FOMCA, each trying to present
its case to the general public. And
many a time Domestic Trade and
Consumer Affairs Minister
MegatJunid would come into the
picture to try to appease, or so he
thought, the embattled parties.
And recently, like a true blue consumer advocate, Megat Junid
screamed that enough was
enough with these price hikes. As
a way out (perhaps of this
world), he told the business
people, particularly the bakers,
that they could not increase the
price of their product - but they
could certainly shorten its length
or make it smaller! In moments
like this, one is helplessly compelled to wonder aloud: If this argument is driven to its logical
conclusion, before lo ng we'll
have a pea-sized bread for the
current price.
This goes to show that only in
'Bolehland' can miracles of TItanic proportions happen. And,
as we have just shown, we have
ample supply of ideas of various
shapes and sizes to make that
happen.

*****

Problem detained ..
and solved(?)

one is tempted to propose that
the ISA should be employed
against those who refuse to use
the Second Link bridge between
Johor and Singapore. Yes, why
not go the whole hog? We firmly
believe that this will promote and
protect the 'na tiona! interest'.
And whoever- and they certainly must be 'anti-national and
anti-development' - disagrees
with this suggestion should be
hauled up under the ... (no prizes
for completing this sentence).

It all started when Communism,
and hence the Communist
Threat, in Malaya was still in
vogue. So advocates or
sympathisers of this ideology
were then slapped with a law
that was created just for them, the
Internal Security Act USA).lt was
crucial, claimed the architects of
this piece of legislation, that we
employ a law that could arrest
the dangerous trend and threat
of Communism in the country.
That was when Malaya was un0
der the British and also, later,
(Ext meted from the lnlemel)
some years after Malaya's ind~
pendence.
NATIONAL CAR: Proton
SECOND NATIONAL CAR:
Now, long after the Communists Perodua Kancil.
threw in their towels and every- THI RD NATIONAL CAR:
thing else, the ISA is still kept and Perodua T'tkus. [t's supposed to
employed for cases other than be half the size of the Kancil, but
Communism. And, we're told, somehow Malaysian drivers will
this law has proven to be useful still be able to squeeze in 6 or 7
in protecting the 'national inter- passengers.
est' and 'national security'. And
so we have people detained un- NATIONAL BEHAVIOUR AT
der this Act who are alleged to CAR SHOWROOMS:
have forged identity cards and First, walk towards the car you
passports, helped Indonesian are interes ted in. Then walk
illegals to enter the country, prac- around the car in circles, tapping
tised 'religious deviation', etc.
and knocking every part of the
chassis with your knuckles.
And as if to prolong the life of
the ISA further, recently there Then, say something like "Body
was a call to use the ISA against not very solid..." After that, appeople found to have carried out proach the front left tyre, give it
open burning (remember the a few hard kicks to "test'' the tyre.
'haze'?). The urge to use this law Next walk to the rear right side
is made more urgent by the mas- and press the body of the car
sive burning that is smothering down a few times, while exclaimSarawakand Sabah. Yes, we now ing "wah, asorbar not bad". Now
have locally produced haze you are ready for a ~'test drive".
(can't afford the imported ones,
eh?).
Get into the car and give the
steering wheel a few turns. Flash
In the age of multimedia, this Act the lights, sound the hom, recline
has certainly proven itself to be the seats, open up every commulti-purpose. Which is why partment, etc. Do all these tests

*****
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while you're pretending to read
the brochure. Finished?
Final test get out of the car and
slam the d oor a few times to
check for "solid sound". H satisfied, approach salesman and ask
"How much loan can take, ah ?"
NATIONAL BREAKFAST (AT
HOME):
Maggi Mee. Also the national
lunch and dinner if you're an
out-of-town student, bachelor,
neglected husband, lazy fella, etc.
NATIONAL EXCUSE FOR BEING LATE:
Traffic Jam.
NATIONAL APHRODISIAC
DRINK:
Stout. Many swear by it. But after a few pints they start swearing at everything...
NATIONAL CURE FOR
HEADACHES:
Panadol the "cure all" forMalaysians. H it fails we have another secret weapon: Tiger Balm.
NATIONAL CURE FOR DIZZINESS:
Minyak Angin Cap Kapak
NATIONAL CAUSE OF DIZZINESS <FOR YUPPIES):
Happy Hours
NATIONAL CURE FOR DIARRHOEA:
Pil 'Chi Kit' Teck Aun. The
miracle cure! It works. Ten minutes and you're "dried" up. Always pack some of this stuff
when you're travelling.
NATIONAL CAUSE OF CONSTIPATION:
Pil 'Chi Kit' Teck Aun. The pills
are so tiny it's easy to swallow

an extra mouthful and overdose
on it. No one can help you here.

Street.

NATIONAL FORMULA ONE
NATIONAL CURE FOR DRIVERS:
"MEATINESS":
Mini Bus Drivers.
Eno, Leng Chee Kang, Chinese
Herbal Tea, Tonic Water, Barley NATIONAL RUBBISH DUMP:
Drink, Chin Chan.
Anywhere. So long as it is not
your house.
NATIONAL PASTIME ON
WEEKENDS:
NATIONALflNANCECOMQueuing up patiently a t Mag- PANY:
num 40 shops This is very Kedai Pajak Gadai (Pawn Shop).
strange. On weekdays, you' ll My Tag Hauer is now proudly on
find the same people jumping display there.
queues, elbowing the next guy at
the bus stops, train stations, etc. NATIONAL SNACK WHEN
WATCHING A MOVIE:
But the probability of your win- Smelly cuttlefish (during the
ning the first prize at a 40 game trailers); Kua chee (during the
is 10,000 to 1. Hard to compre- movie).
hend? Imagine you're at the
Merdeka Stadium and you're NATIONAL ANTHEM OF
standing on the field facing the PETALING STREET:
grandstand. There are only ''Lemon Tree" Natural successor:
10,000 spectators and you have "Barbie Girl".
lost your car keys. One of these
guys in the crowd has found NATIONAL BEHAVIOUR AT
your keys. I give you only one ANNUAL DINNERS:
chance to pinpoint that guy. No Attacking the Balloons. This one
way right?! So much for the I can never figure out. When the
theory. Now for the reality. Ma- balloons are dropped from the
laysians are an optimistic lot and ballroom's ceiling, grown men in
believe that the possibility of hlXedos,\Vornen,children, even
their lucky number coming up in the waiters will attack the bala permutation is always almost loons like savages. They squash
10 to 1. That is why the next and stomp on the balloons so femorning at the kopi tiam (coffee rociously until not one single inshop), someone will be scream- flated balloon is left. They take
ing," %1ft&! Na Phui! Number no prisoners. They then quietly
Terbalik!"
march out of the ballroom like
victorious soldiers leaving beNATIONAL WATCH FORTY- hindatrailofdeathanddestrucCOONS:
tion.
Rolex- Usually the model with
the gold bracelet and diamond NATIONAL POSE:
studded bezel.
Stick Two Fingers - Another one
which I can't figure out. When
NATIONALWATCHFORTHE you're having your picture taken,
the friend behind you will almost
REST OF US:
Rolex, Tag Hauer, Raymond Well always place two "horns" on
or Patek Philippe from Petaling yourhead. 0
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PARAM' S CASE:

WORLD LAWYERS CALL FOR
ICJ INTERVENTION

g

he International Bar
Association has called
on the United Nations
Secretary-General Kofi
Annan to refer to the International Court ofJustice a Malaysian Federal Cour t decision
against the UN Special
Rappor teur on the Independence of Judges and Lawyers.
The decision to proceed with a
RM60 million libel action brought by two Malaysian
commercial companies - has
been reached in contravention
of Article 22 of the Convention
on P rivileges and Immunities
of the United Nations. The
Convention asserts that his role
as a UN expert accords Dato
Param Cumar aswamy the

privileges and immunities necessary for the independent exercise of his function .
The suit arises out of an interview
given
by
Dato
Cumaraswamy to a reporter
with the London-based publication Internationnl Commercial
Litigation, in which he was reported as saying he was investigating complaints that highlyplaced businessmen were manipulating the Malaysian judicial system. The ar ticle has
since resulted in the fiJing of

three additional writs.

to the United Nations."

The Federal Court decision,
handed down on 19 February,
holds that the Convention, which Malaysia acceded to in
1957, does not apply to Rappoiteurs.
Despite receiving a
certificate from the
UN Secretary-General last year ouilining the privileges
and immunities to
which Dato Cumaraswamy is
entitled, the Court has dismissed
the
Special
Rapporteur's application for
leave to appeal against the action.

IBA President Desmond
Fernando PC has written to the
UN Secretary-General, alon~ with
Hans Corell, the
UN Under-Secretary-General for Legal Affairs, urging
immediate action.

Mr Fernando, acting on behalf of the
Association's 173
Bar Association and Law Society members which together
represent some 2.5 million lawyers, has called for the matter
to be referred to the Iq for an
opinion and asked that the UN
request the co-operation of the
Dato Cumaraswamy has now Malaysian Government to stay
exhausted all available domes- proceedings in all four suits
tic remedjes to have th e case curren tly pending against the
struck out, and he could face Special Rapporteur. 0
full trials in all four suits.

"We are not dealing with a fullfledged diplomat or any other
member of a sovereignty. We are
dealing with a Rapporteur," said
the President of th e Court of
Appeal, Justice Lamin Yunus.

"In the present case, the mandate
of a Rapporteur, to put it in
layman's words, is an unpaid,
part-time supplier of information
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For further information
contact Nicole Maley -

1BA Media and Public
Relations Officer· on Tel:
+44 (0) 171 491 4480 (elired), or by fax on +44 (0)
171 409 0456. V"lSit the
IBA
website
at
www.ibanet.org

PATHETIC PLANTATION
CONDITIONS
With m anufacturing companies retrenching workers, it is
strange that plantations are still lacing an acute labour
shortage.

by D Jeyakumar

g

he Jawatankuasa
S o· k o n g a n
Masyarakat Ladang
(JSML) is dismayed
and disappointed with Lim
Keng Yaik' s statement on 20
Janaury that the government
is considering bringing in a
new batch of foreign workers
to fill the 60,000 job vacancies
in the estates. (The Star, 31
January).

The 60,000 vacancies represent
more than 20 per cent of the
total jobs in the plantation sector, and the JSML understands
that this shortage will cause
the country to lose RM3-4 billi~m in foreign exchange over
the next year if not filled.
Lim's earlier statement on 18
January that the government
will meet UPAM and MAPA
to discuss the implementation
of monthly wages of above
RM1,500 for estate workers
(The Star, 19 January) seemed
to indicate that the government had at last decided to address the root cause of the
labour shortage in estates. It

is certainly very disappointing
to find that within two weeks
the government ~as retreated,
reverting to the solution that
the plantation companies
have always been advocating
- shipping in thousands of foreign workers to fill the
labour shortage, instead of tackling the issue of a fair and decent
wage for plantation
workers.

foreign workers in the construction sector who are facing
unemployment due to the current economic slowdown)
have applied for the 60,000
vacancies in the plantation
sector. (The Sun, 26 January).

Surely, Lim is aware
that more than 60 per
cent of the foreign
workers shipped in to
work in plantations
over the past three
years have themselves
run away to find betLay-offs likely for thousands of workers - but not
h 1
ter paying jo s e se- many want to work in the plantations
where? Isn't this fact
in itself a strong indicator that This is less than 0.2 per cent!
something is seriously wrong It appears that 99.8 per cent of
these foreign workers would
in our plantations?
prefer deportation to their
Deputy Home Minister Mohd country of origin rather than
Tajol Rosli said on 25 January work in our plantations! Tajol
that only 1_000 foreign work- went on to say that this
ers (out of more than 560,000 marked reluctance on the part
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of laid-off foreign workers is
due to "the tough working
conditions and the low pay''
in the plantation sector. The
JSML agrees with Tajol - the
estate workers' wages are
about 60 per cent of the average wages of manufacturing
workers and they have remained stagnant in real terms
for the past 25 years despite
the country's rising prosperity.
The plantation sector has
been, and continues to be - a
major source of foreign revenue to the country, both in
good times and in bad. However, the greed of the plantation companies to maximise
their earnings has led to a situation where:
• 60,000 jobs, or 20 per cent
of the plantation jobs are
vacant.
• More than 60 per cent of the
foreign workers brought in
specifically for the plantation sector has run away!
• The country stands to lose
RM3-4 billion in foreign exchange this year.
The plantation companies'
overwhelming desire to make
larger and larger profits has
led to a serious undermining
of this important sector. If this
isn't the height of corporate irresponsibility, then just what
. ?
IS.

- to bring in yet more foreign
workers. The disadvantages of
such a move should be obvious.
There is a high likelihood that
thousands of Malaysians will
be laid-off over the coming
year. As far as is possible, all
available jobs should be kept
for Malaysians.
What guarantee is there that
the new batch of foreign workers brought in to
the plantations will
not do exactly
what previous
batches have done
-run away as soon
as they establish
the necessary urban contacts?

equal to earnings in the
manufacturing and government sectors. We have
been suggesting a minimum monthly income of
RM750 per worker.
• Taking over the provision
of basic amenities to the
plantation communities by
the government. At
present, water, electricity,
sanitary services, medical
services, etc. for the vast

If these foreign
workers each send
back RM250 per
month to their Poor plantation workers : Toug/1 working conditions and
families,
this low pay.
would work out to
majority of estate workers
RM180 million in foreign exare supplied by managechange losses over the year!
This is something that we
ment. But the quality of
should try to avoid at a time
these services is, on the
whole, woefully inadlike this.
equate. The JSML has been
asking the government to
The other option available to
take over the provision of
the government is what the
these basic amenities, as the
JSML has been suggesting all
along, and what Lim himself
government's strategy of
trying to persuade compahad said on 18 January (before
nies to be more caring to the
the plantation companies "siworkers isn't bearing much
lenced" him) - make plantafruit.
tion work more attractive by:

The Government must take
stock of the entire situation before deciding whether it • Replacing the colonial
shouldgoalongwiththeplanwage structure with
tation companies' suggestion
monthly wages that are
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• Making sure that the plantation companies implement the workers' own

housing scheme that was
launched 26 years ago by
Tun Abdul Razak, who had
the vision and political wisdom to realise that the longterm interests of the nation
would be best served by ensuring the continuity of uninterrupted labour supply
to this important sector of
the economy. However,
until now, this scheme has
been implemented in only
17 (out of 1,500) estates in
Peninsula Malaysia.
It should not be at all surprising if MAPA and UPAM oppose the proposals to improve
the wage system of their
workers and to implement the
workers' own housing
scheme. But Lim and Tajol
should consider the following
facts:
• The plantation companies
have made fabulous profits over the past 10 yearsboth from their agricultural
activities and from the sale
of estate land for housing,
commercial, recreational
and industrial projects.
(And they have steadfastly
refused to share even a
small portion of this with
their work-force!)
• The wages of oil palm
workers were only about 16
per cent of gross revenue
from oil palm production in
early 1997. With the doubling of oil palm prices over
the past four months,
wages
would
have
dropped to only about 8 or

9 per cent of gross revenue.

(Keynes
advocated
counter-cyclic spending by
government to keep the
economy on an even keel.
No reason why the cash
rich plantation companies
should not be roped in to
do their share to promote
national recovery!)

• Palm oil prices have soared
from RM1,200 per tonne to
more than RM2,600 per
tonne. (Lim's statement in
The Sun, 27 January).
• If a portion of the plantation sector's increased
earnings was given to their
workers as wages, it would
stimulate the domestic
market much more in comparison, than if all the increases in earnings went to
the companies and the
shareholders. Workers are
much more likely to spend
their income on basic goods
that are produced locally,
thereby creating business
and job opportunities for
other Malaysians. Rich
shareholders are far more
likely to buy imported
goods or to try and move
their assets to "safer"
shores.
• There is now a glut in the
construction sector. Construction workers and
workers in industries supporting the construction
sector are facing imminent
unemployment. Embarking on a nationwide housing scheme for estate workers would help ensure adequate long-term labour
supply for the estates. It
would also be socially just
and would stimulate the
domestic markets sufficiently in forestalling the
recession that is already
looming in the horizon.
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The plantation companies will
not be too thrilled with these
suggestions, although these
suggestions are in their longterm interests as well. However, it is the job and the responsibility of government to
govern! Governance in these
difficult economic times
means making decisions
which will benefit the majority and strengthen the national
economy, even if these decisions are not popular with the
powerful corporate interests
that constitu te MAPA and
UPAM. The selfish shortsighted avarice of these corporate groups has already seriously undermined foreign exchange earnings. Can we as a
nation allow this to continue?
The JSML hopes that the Malaysian government has the
clarity of vision and the courage to make the right decisions. 0

J
D Jeyakumar is tm Ipohbased actit1ist belonging
to the Pltmt4tion Workers Support Committee
(JSML).

CURRENT CONCERNS
Milking Hostel
Stullents Dry

A record of Aliran's stand on current affairs.

mental health of students.

activities can pose social and
economic problems to the
Dr Mustafa K. Anuar country as a whole, we do not
ExcoMember think that using the ISA will
10 March 1998 effectively solve the problem.

Aliran regrets Deputy Finance
Minister Dr Affifuddin
Omar's recent statement that
ISA, Justice Anll
the supply of milk to students
Democracy
staying in school hostels
would be stopped from next Aliran is gravely concerned
month due to the nation's eco- that of lata the Internal Secunomic crisis.
rity Act (ISA) has been applied by the relevant authoriAffifudin said that the protein ties against individuals, (for
in milk could be found in crimes that they had allegedly
other food like meat or fish, committed), with much
which would still be supplied. greater frequency and nonBut what about the calcium in chalance.
milk, which children need to
build strong bones and teeth? As we've always maintained
in the past, the existence and
The decision stands in stark use of the ISA cannot be justicm~trast to what is being done fied in a country that proin other cow1tries, especially fesses to cherish democracy
in the west, where milk is and justice. The accused
made more accessible - in should be brought to court
terms of price and availabil- and tried based on the availity - to students and the pub- able evidence against him or
lic at large.
her in keeping with these
cherished values.
To say that the government
has to stop supplying milk to In recent developments, a
hostel students because the driver was detained by the pobulk of the milk has to be im- lice under the ISA because he
ported from New Zealand was suspected of bringing in
and Australia is to indirectly illegal immigrants into the
admit that we have been ne- country and harbouring them.
glecting the vital domestic Another case concerned idenfood industry.
tity card (lCs) forgeries, which
enabled illegal immigrants to
Finally, we hope that the gov- acquire forged red ICs and thus
ernment will not practise fi- permanent residence status.
nancial prudence at the expense of the physical and Although we agree that such
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The use of the ISA can give
rise to at least two serious implications: First, the very existence and use of the Act
threatens the building of
democratic processes and
practices in the country, and
leads to the denial of justice.
Second, given the economic
crisis that is confronting the
region, it is quite likely that
more cases of illegal entries
into our country and of IC
forgeries will surface in the
near futurP.. Consequently,

the ISA will be used so frequently that its arbitrary use
would be legitimised as something acceptable and natural
in our daily lives.
In other words, Malaysians

may be increasingly ''brainwashed" to accept the continued existence and use of the
unjustiSA, which violates the
teachings of most established
religious traditions.
We also strongly oppose the
proposal to flog illegal immigrants who are fleeing from
economic turmoil in their
homelands. Flogging these
helpless victims is not the hallmark of a caring, civil society.

We urge the government torepeal the undemocratic ISA
and instead strengthen other
existing laws to curb passport
forgeries and illegal immigration. The underlying principle should always be that
any accused person should be
fairly tried in open court, and
be judged based on the evidence available: innocent until proven guilty.

istry will instead be able to
find an alternative and effective solution to the serious
problem of illegal entry by
working closely with other
ASEAN countries.

seeking to become centres of
academic excellence - to new
heights.
We concur with Anwar that
universities - society's conscience as he puts it- will suffer with intellectual conservatism and passive thinking,
which breeds a culture of
false pride and self-deception.
Such delusion can undermine
the intellectual health and political development of society
at large.

It should also study the underlying causes of the exodus
of refugees from Indonesia
and make strong representations to the Indonesian government to look into their desA/iran Executive Committee perate plight. It is only by
11 March 1998 looking at the problem at its
source that we will be able to
Prlvatlslng The
effectively tackle this worry- What is urgently needed is
Refugee Problem:
greater democratisation and
ing situation.
Capitalising On
liberal isa tion in institutions of
Human Misery
Finally, privatisation of any higher learning, where disAliran is disturbed to learn of venture doesn't necessarily sent and debate should be
Deputy Horne Minister Tajol guarantee efficiency, transpar- highly regarded and not perceived as intellectual irritaRosli Ghazali's suggestion re- ency and accountability.
tion. A free and positive atmocently that the mechanism to
Aliran Executive Committee sphere in universities will also
repatriate illegal immigrants ·
18 March 1998 strengthen the democratic
be privatised.
process in the country and
Universities,
pave the way towards a civil
We realise that the authorities
Acaclemlc Freeclom
society.
are facing immense problems
Ancl Social
with tl1e ever increasing cases
Responsibility
Aliran therefore calls on
of illegal entry - particularly
from Indonesia -of late. Im- Aliran welcomes Deputy Anwar to repeal the Univermediate steps must be taken Prime Minister Anwar sities and University Colleges
to overcome problems such as Ibrahim's recent call for there- Act, which has suppressed
congestion at detention cen- moval of all barriers to aca- liberalisation and retarded intres and the overstretching of demic freedom and the provi- tellectual development in soresources among the security sion of badly needed demo- ciety. In its place, he should incratic space in universities.
troduce a University Charter
forces.
- laying out the rights andreWe nonetheless feel that the This liberalisation, he rightly sponsibilities of students and
deputy minister's suggestion pointed out, would go a long academics - to restore acais rather distasteful as it seems way towards developing an demic freedom and university
to capitalise on human misery, intellectual tradition and a autonomy.
turning it into an opportunity culture of critical thinking. It
Dr Mustafa K Anuar
would also be crucial in liftfor a business venture.
Exco member
ing institutions of higher
21 March 1998
We hope that the Home Min- learning - especially those
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addressed to The Editor, ALIRAN MONTHLY, P.O. Box 1049, 10830 Penang, Malaysia. Views
expressed need not necessarily reflect those of Aliran.

CONFUSED
The CUEPACS secretary-general
must be a confused person. By
his own admission, the 10-day
chicken boycott "was done hastily" but he claims "the campaign
had achieved its objective". (The
Star, 13 March 1998).
What does he mean by stating
"the campaign had achieved its
objective"? Has the price of
chicken come down? Wasn't that
the objective in launching the 10day chicken boycott?
If the objective had been
achieved, why then the need for
another boycott on "a more
organised and systematic manner to ensure effectiveness"?

"To ensure effectiveness"? Does
it mean, "the objective" of the

first boycott was not achieved?
According to the secretary-general, the second campaign would
include the "boycott of imported
rice".
The question arises: why do we
import rice? The answer is obvious: we do not produce enough
rice for our consumption.
That being the case, if we boycott
rice, will the secretary-genera I
ensure that there will be a sufficient supply of home-grown rice
for all of us? If he is not able to
do this, then he should not come
up with such hare-brained suggestions.

There must be visible alternatives ,. Your readers would be in a betwhen you call for a boycott- oth- ter position to judge me and
erwise it is doomed to fail.
JHEOA if the whole of my 34page statement (which is in
If you boycott chicken, what do Bahasa Malaysia, by the way) is
you eat? Fish? The laws of de- accommodated in your magamand and supply will push up zine.
the price of fish. What do we do?
Boycott fish? What do we eat ,. Picking and choosing bits and
then? Vegetables? The price of pieces from my statement and
vegetables will sky-rocket. What then drawing distorted and dethen?
fective conclusions from them
followed by criticisms against me
Perhaps, we should all fast- then and the department are not the
there would be no need for alter- hall-marks of a person who is
natives!
supposed to be highly educated
and fighting for social justice.
Abu Bakar
Kuala Lumpur 1 will not react to the various
points raised by Colin, for if readTRUTH ABOUT
ers had the benefit of reading my
ORANGASU
whole statement, they would
WILL PREVAIL
know who is telling the truth; but
I would like to comment on just
one issue i.e. lslamisation and
Assimilation.
In my statement, I pointed to the
allegations made by certain foreign writers that the government
in general and theJHEOAin particular had forced and was forcing the Orang Asli to become
Hj lkram Bin Jama/uddin
Muslims and Malays. If they re1 would like to respectfully refer sisted, then punitive actions were
to an article that appeared in taken against them. They alleged
your February issue entitled that this was done through the
"Distorting The Facts" by Colin 'control' provisions of the AbNicholas(AM 1998- vol. 18:1).
origines Act of 1974, through
Resettlement Programmes, and
1 am not interested in starting a through the 'unfair' distribution
polemic as a result of the said of development projects. One
article, but for the sake of truth writer even went to the extent of
and justice, I would like to re- concluding that the greatest
threat to the survival of Orang
spond by stating the following:
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Asli was Islam.
In my statement, I retorted that
while there could have been a
few individuals, (probably 'freelance missionaries' or government employees who, because of
their ignorance, had used the
wrong methods of spreading Islam), in general, all relevant
agencies, whether governmental
or voluntary, and individuals
had been carrying out their
dakwah activities according to the
teachings of Islam viz through,
among others, dissemination of
knowledge, interpersonal contacts and role-modelling. I also
stated that in Islam, one was not
allowed to compel or force others to become Muslims. I also
brought other evidence to prove
that the allegations by those writers were baseless.
Similarly, on the so-called assimilation into Malay society, I also
proved in my statement that the
allegations were false. Policy or
Programme statements could be
made but the real test is in the
action or implementation.

proud to have been involved in of the Orang Asli for the JHEOA
various direct and indirect non- to be run by the Orang Asli themcompulsion efforts to convey the selves.
message of Islam to our Orang
Asli cousins. 1 pray, as I have alColin Nicholas, Coordinator
ways prayed, that Allah will
Center for Orang Asli Concerns
open up their hearts to accept this
message, for in the final analysis
HAVE A HEART
as mentioned in the Quran (to the
effect), "men can make plans, but it Suaram is concerned with the
is God who decides".
recent sensationalist reports carried by the press and drummed
Many of the comments and criti- up by government officials on
cisms made by Colin are slander- claims that refugees from Indoneous and defamatory in nature. sia are on the verge offlooding our
But I will not be taking any legal shores. While the situation may be
action because deep in my heart serious, the measures proposed
I know that in the end, by the and taken up by the police and
grace of Allah, the truth will pre- the government border on a
vail.
sense of savagery not known to
our peace-loving nation.

Hj Tkram Bin Jamaluddin
Former Director-General,
Department of Orang Asli
Affairs(JHEOA)
Petaling Jaya

COUN NICHOLAS
RESPONDS

Suaram protests the use of the
Internal Security Act (ISA) on
people who allegedly harbour illegal immigrants. With regard to
the recent detention of two men
who had allegedly done so, we
insist that if the police has any
proof, they should bring forward
the two men to a court of law to
be charged, not to the chambers
of the Home Ministry.

I agree with the former DirectorGeneral of the Department of
OrangAsliAffairs (JHEOA) that
It is discernible from my state- everyone would be in a better
ment that no mention was ever position to judge him and the Furthermore, the Inspector Genmade anywhere about my deny- JHEOA if his full statement is eral of Police's proposal to have
ing any official programmes of made available to all interested. illegal immigrants flogged in
Islamising the Orang Asli. But For this reason, we have placed public is barbaric. Suaram prothen, since when has it become the full text of his 34-page state- tests this proposal and is against
an offence to propagate Islam in ment on the Internet. You can flogging as a form of punishment
a peaceful manner in this coun- access
it
on
the under any circumstances. While
try? I would like to know be- soc.culture.malaysia bulletin the nation is moving towards a
cause it seems that these same board. Otherwise, I am sure he caring and humane society as
writers never bother to mention will oblige if you write to him for advocated by Deputy Prime
the activities of Christian, Bahai a copy.
Minister Anwar Ibrahim, it is a
contradiction to have such barand Buddhist missionaries who
'peddle' their religions by offer- From the sentiments expressed baric practices as whipping in
ing cash and goods to the simple by the former Director-General in our country.
Orang Asli and by degrading Is- the above response and in his
lam at the same time. Why the original statement, I am now ever Suaram is also concerned by calls
double standards? Nonetheless, more convinced that itis time for from certain quarters of the rulI would like to say now that I am the government to heed the call ing party such as Gerakan Youth
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chairperson Chang's statement,
which called for the govemment
to go on a "war footing''. We
demand a clarification from
Chang as to what he means by
that. Malaysia is NOT on the
brink of any "war" with anyone
and especially NOT with Indonesia. Such blood-thirsty battle
cries should be denounced immediately by the government
and the press.
Suaram believes that this issue
has to be settled rationally and
diplomatically. The Indonesian
people at this very moment are
suffering from hunger and political instability brought about by
32 years of Suharto's corrupt and
dictatorial rule. Foreign aid
worth millions of ringgit from
both Malaysia and other countries has largely not reached Indonesian citizens but has instead
apparently been diverted. Instead of buying and subsidising
food for the hungry, Suharto
buys arms for his military men.
For example, a tin of powdered
milk which used to cost RM9 has
now risen to RM53! It is this economic and political context that
i.s forcing many Indonesians to
seek refuge in other countries.
In the name of ASEAN solidarity, Malaysia too is complicit in
its role in supporting the corrupt
Suharto regim.e and the present
economic crisis in Indonesia.
However, Suaram believes that
in the name of genuine ASEAN
solidarity and in the commitment set forth by the ASEAN Vision 2020 statement, Malaysia
should instead adopt a caring
attitude to our suffering Indonesian brothers and sisters.

Elizabeth Wong
Coordit!ator, Suaram

MTUC OPPOSES
HIKES IN
MEDICAL COSTS

pitals and clinics in that country.
The MTUC sees no reason why
this practice cannot be adopted
in Malaysia. A thriving local
The Malaysian Trades Union pharmaceutical industry would
Congress (MTUC) strongly op- also enable Malaysia to export
poses any effort by private clin- medical drugs to other ASEAN
ics and hospitals to increase the countries. This would in turn
cost of consultation and treat- make it possible for Malaysia's
ment by merely citing reasons neighbours to buy life-saving
such as the depreciation of the drugs at affordable prices.
Ringgit. The country is now going through an economic down- We call upon the Health Ministurn, and all Malaysians must try and the Domestic Trade and
share the burden equitably. It is Consumer Affairs Ministry to
grossly unfair on the part of the coordinate their efforts and to
medical profession to arbitrarily keep treatment costs down. The
pass on any cost increases to the authorities should also seriously
patients, as this will only bring look into the long-term prospects
about greater misery to the low of inviting well-known pharmaand middle-income groups seek- ceutical industries from abroad
ingmedical and healthcare. Doc- to manufacture their products
tors should refrain from profiting here under licence.
at the expense of their patients.
They should instead be assisting On the same score, it would be
their patients to recover faster so in the best interest of the public
that workers' productivity will if pharmacies were set up councontinue to be high.
trywide in easily accessible areas
near hospitals and clinics. In sevWe do not see any justification eral developed countries, doctors
whatsoever in the claim that fees only diagnose diseases and prefor medical consultation and scribe medicine. It is the qualitreatment have to go up by as fied pharmacist who prepares
much as 30 per cent in order to the medicine according to the
offset the higher costs of medi- doctor's prescription. The comcine imported from abroad. munity pharmacist is a common
There is actually no need to im- feature in Europe. Having easy
port such a large quantity of access to a qualified pharmacist
medicine from overseas if ad- gives patients several options
equate arrangements had been with regard to the cost of medimade for major pharmaceutical cines. They can also obtain the
companies to manufacture their pharmacist's professional advice
products under licence in Malay- as quite often there are several
sia itself. Large British pharma- brands and preparations of the
ceutical companies such as same medicine manufactured by
Burroughs Wellcome, May and various companies and sold at
Baker and Parke Davies have widely differing prices. Patients
been manufacturing medicine now have to merely accept whatunder licence in India for de- ever medicine that doctors discades, thus effectively bringing pense at their clinics, for which
down the cost of drugs to pa- no alternatives are available.
tients seeking treatment in hos- Since doctors are trained in pharAliron Monthly April 1998: 18(3) Page 31

macology while pharmacists are
trained in pharmacy, it is better
for the preparation and dispensing of medicines to be left to the
qualified pharmacist.

Zainal Rampak
President, MTUC

IS THERE INTEGRITY
IN INTEGRITY
COMMinEES?
The current economic crisis is a
blessing in disguise as far as it
has shaken the top leadership to
acknowledge that corruption (till
now vehemently denied) is eating away at the heart of the nation. Besides amending the law,
'integrity committees' have been
ordered set up in all ministries
and departments. This is fine in
theory.

negative news as happened
when a leak of the recent SPM papers was reported. Not all reports or complaints from the
public or the opposition are
frivolous, vexatious or meant to
create sensation. To a great extent, this jumping to the defence
of departments and officers (to
project a clean, efficient and trustworthy image) has "given face"
to them and made them bolder
knowing that their inefficiency
and untrustworthiness wiJI be
covered up.

To cite a couple of examples,
there is first the case of a head of
department to whom a complaint was made that there was
financial abuse in an organisation
under its jurisdiction. Not only
did the department not take any
action as provided for under the
What really matters is not the ex- law, but it went out of its way to
istence of integrity committees defend the wrongdoers and
per se but whether corruption, in- cover up the matter. All this in
efficiency and tidakapathy will ac- spite of numerous statements in
tually be curbed. This will to a the past by the minister congreat extent depend on the chair- cerned that the financial affairs
persons of the committees for in of organisations under his minour culture the lower rungs in the istry would be closely monitored
same boat feel and think what the to prevent abuse as cases of abuse
top thinks and feels. If the top had come to light in the past.
feels something is wrong, this Now if this head of department
feeling flows down the line of au- were to head an 'integrity comthority; and if the top feels a mittee', what integrity could it
wrong should be covered up, the speak of?
rest toe the line.
In another case, a local authority
For example, no one felt that it approved the construction of
was not appropriate for contrac- houses in contravention of the
tors to buy four-wheeled drives endorsement on the title deeds of
for the use ofJKR personnel who the plots of land concerned . It
had to supervise road construc- defended itself saying that the
tion projects until the Menteri decision was that of the full counBesar of Perlis so felt. It's hoped cil meeting. A couple of weeks
he and other heads of state gov- ago we heard Dr 1mg Chew Peh
ernments will lift more lids and asserting that local councils were
express their feelings publicly. At not above the law, which would
the same time they should not act mean that even a meeting of the
defensively upon hearing some full council could not have disAliron Monthly Aprill998: 18(3) Page 32

regarded the endorsement on the
land titles that prohibited any
construction on them until a
proper, permanent road had first
been provided, not in the playing field but outside it, unless the
council was first given power under some law to disregard the
endorsement on the title deeds.
Again, if the integrity committee
at this council is headed by the
council president, what integrity
is there to speak of?
The integrity of integrity committees must be transparent and
visible. In this regard, it would
do the committees good to have
regular meet-the-taxpayers sessions that are open to the public
and the press. It is only by lifting the veils of secrecy that surround departments and officials
that the black sheep can be effectively dealt with. The administration must also meet head-on
the culture of tak sampai Jwti (having no heart) to break employees'
rice-bowls when the question of
disciplinary action against the
black sheep comes up. If an employee, whether lowly or lordly,
needs his rice-bowl, he should
look after it himself. Is the administration legally or even morally
obliged to look after the ricebowls of the black sheep at the
expense of the taxpayers? Or is
ou r political system such that it
would be political suicide for the
government of the day to discipline the black sheep in the
administration? Is that why it
r esorts to sweeping the dirt
under the carpet while painting
a rosy picture and making the
complainants look like liars
and the black sheep like angels?

Ravinder Singh
Sungai Petani

Wheelchair-unfriendly Kolej
Tunku Khursiah did not deter
Anthony Arokia and H.R.M.
Storey from the Persatuan Orang-Orang Cacat Anggota Malaysia. Social and political activists (Syed Rusin Ali, Sabariah
Abdullah, Mohd Nasir Hashim
and others), unionists, academicians, alternative therapists,
journalists and writers, consumer and patient advocates,
PERKIM, and socially-concerned entrepreneurs like Tan
Kai Hee made up most of the
rest.

Significantly, Dr Stephen
Jacob,
Chairman
of
SCHOMOS-MMA (the body
representing government
medical doctors) had endorsed
the manifesto in his personal
capacity, and endorsement
from the organisation itself
was pending. The nursing
profession, the Estates Hospital Assistants Association and
the Deputy Dean and many
faculty members of the USM
Medical School had earlier declared their support for the
manifesto. So too had the
Dean of the Universiti Malaya
Noticeably absent though (aside Law Faculty, as well as a refrom the non-English press and tired Lord President, Tun M.
TV) were senior officials of the Suffian.
Ministry of Health who had
been invited to witness the Messages of support from the
occassion and to participate in Malayan Nurses Union, Suara
the ensuing dialogue. Their sole Warga Pertiwi, and Women's
representative was a young Aid Organisation were delivMedical Officer confined to an ered by Anne Khoo Kim See
observer capacity. The Eco- (General Secretary, MNU),
nomic Planning Unit was ably Mohd Nasir Hashim (former
represented by K. Kananatu, Chairman, Dept Social Mediwhose division within the Prime cine, UKM) and Ivy Josiah (DiMinister's Department handles rector, WAO). Thebriefbuteloall matters related
to quent messages served notice
privatisation of the healthcare from healthcare professionals,
the less-privileged communities,
sector.
and women's organisations that
Dr McCoy, co-president of the the policy of corporatising and
International Physicians for the pri vatising the healthcare sector
Prevention of Nuclear War is seriously flawed and carries
(IPPNW) offered welcoming re- with it grave social and political
marks on behalf of the Citizens' risks. Stripped of its rhetoric,
Health Initiative. In noting that this policy caters primarily to
corporatisation of the public well-connected business interhospitals had begun even before ests salivating at the longer-term
national health insurance was in growth prospects of a private
place, he urged the participants health services industry, at the
to adopt an inclusive strategy in ultimate expense of equitable,
building a broad-based coalition affordable and accessible
to defend accessible healthcare. healthcare for all.
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Our
politicians
and
policymakers should make no
mistake about this - affordable,
equitable healthcare carries with
it enormous ethical and emotive
appeal. Margaret Thatcher
found to her cost the political
folly of moves towards dismantling the British National Health
Service (NHS). Healthcare reform was right at the top of Bill
Clinton's political agenda in his
first term of office, and Malcolm
Fraser's coalition government in
Australia (1983) was partly undone by ill-advised dismantling
of a popular tax-based health insurance
scheme
called
Medibank, which provided universal coverage.
Dr M.K Rajakumar, senior and
respected physician and educator, healthcare activist, and past
president of the World
Organisation of National Colleges, Academies and Academic
Associations of Family Physicians, delivered an informative
and enlightening keynote address for the launch. Much appreciated was his breadth of perspective and his intimate knowledge of the social and historical
context of health and medical
practice, not just locally but
worldwide. His presence there
also symbolised the continuity
of efforts with the 1980s, when
he chaired an MMA committee
which produced the influential
report The Future of the Health
Services in Malaysia (MMA,
1980).
With the ceremonial launch
done by mid-morning, the rest
of the day was devoted to in-

depth discussion, sharing of information and exchange on issues raised by the manifesto.
Deserving special mention was
a much-valued dialogue and
session for clarification with the
EPU health economist and planner K. Kananatu.
Most importantly, the late afternoon was taken up with
questions of organisation and
strategy, and firm decisions on
follow-up action. The Citizens'
Health Initiative for the moment remains a loosely structured mechanism for coordinating a diverse coalition
united in their concern for equitable
and
accessible
healthcare. It is multifaceted
and could perhaps be summed
up as a people's think-tank on
health matters that combines
policy research and analysis
with action-oriented publicity
and mobilisation.
Among the priorities agreed
upon for follow-up were:
• amendments to the Citizens'
Health Manifesto and ratification
• finalising the one-page CHI
leaflet for mass distribution
• CHI seminar for the media
• CHI outreach to religious
organisations and the InterFaith Council
• CHI outreach to patient
groups and patient advocates
• formulating an alternative
model(s) for Malaysian
healthcare, with some degree
of operational detail
The meeting dispersed at about
4pm amidst a spirit of camaraderie, re-dedication, and sense
of purpose. 0

SUPPORT AFFORDABLE
HEALTHCARE FOR ALL
MALAYSIANS
(Press release at the Official Launch of the Citizen•'

Health MonW..to}

Citi%ens' Health Initiative, March 7, J998
national economy.
We are greatly
alarmed
that
privatisation may
now be extended to
an emergency medical service, ambulances, which goes
beyond the earlier
Manifesto Kesilmtrm Rakyat
privatisation of hoshe Citizens' Health pital support services such
Initiative is an infor- as laundry, disposal of clinimal grouping of cal waste, biomedical engiorganisations and neering maintenance, etc.
mdividualc; concerned about
the future of healthcare ser- This comes on top of numervices in Malaysia. We are ous complaints received by
gathered here today as en- the MTUC of burdensome
dorsers of the Citizens' Health charges for the low income,
Manifesto, a document which which are now being levied
expresses our concern for eq- by the newly corporatised
uitable, accessible, and sus- University Hospital These
tainable healthcare of quality charges, up by 150-200 per
cent for blood tests, X-rays
for the people of Malaysia.
and ward accommodation,
Amidst the conflicting pro- are not much below those
nouncements and reversals typical of private hospitals.
of policy that daily issue
forth from various quarters, The worldwide trend of eswe find ourselves in a situa- calating healthcare costs foltion where corporatisatiou loWing upon privatisationis
and privatisation of the consistentwithourownexhealthcare sector seemingly perience, whether in the
continues unabated even as healthcare sector or in other
all manner of measures are areas of social services and
announced to stabilise the utilities. These increases in

g
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costs are often unaccompanied by commensurate benefits, if indeed quality is at
all maintained. In the
present economic climate
with its emphasis on value for
money, it is essential that the
government put on hold all

plans for the further
corporatisation
and
privatisation of the healthcare
sector.
Notwithstanding the steady
decline of many of our public healthcare facilities, it remains true that in the aggregate, the public sector has
performed creditably in delivering primary healthcare
to the vast majority of our
population. This has been
achieved at quite modest
cost.
We recognise that the
government's overall capacity to sustain large public expenditures has been seriously curtailed for the
present, even as the general
public's capacity to absorb
higher costs has been similarly affected. But precisely
because of the public
sector's past accomplishments in delivering value for
money healthcare, it would
be unwise to continue dismantling it out of an obsessive faith (based on little evidence) that market solutions
will invariably deliver
higher efficiency and lower
unit costs to patients and
consumers. Indeed, our experience and available evi-

dence in Malaysia points to the essential roles of ClVlC
contrary.
groups in policy formulation and in monitoring and
It is important therefore that regulatory bodies.
within the overall budgetary
cuts, that there be re-alloaltions Specifically, we ask that :

to the healthcare sector as a priority social service, so as to ensure
that the low-income in particular
and the newly impoverished continue to have satisfactory access to
primary and higher levels of
healthcare. In short, what is
needed now is a determined effort to re-invigorate the public sector with infusions of personnel, resources, and most importantly,
morale and molit'llltion.

the draft of the Pm1Qte Health
Facilities & Services Act
(1998), to be tabled at the
next sitting of Parliament, be
made available for public
discussion and feedback;
consultant reports commissioned by the government in
the last dozen years, on na-

tional health planning,
healthcare financing and insurWe are disturbed that rather ance, national household
than do this, effort is expended healthcare expenditures be
to promote medical tourism and made publicly accessible in
the interests of an informed
public debate on the future
of healthcare services in
Malaysia;

such like, reflecting a blinkered
concern for overcapacity of private hospitals and the short
term urgency of earningforeign
exchange. The longer term implications are no less worrying
- diversion of our healthcare
resources to cater to a
globalised
market
for
healthcare services, at the expense of the healthcare needs of
Malaysian citizens.

that the general public
through their civic representatives be effectively, adequately and credibly represented in such a body;

Finally, in line with our wish to
promote greater community involvement in matters of health
policy, we call upon the government to make a genuine effort
to solicit inputs from civic
groups concerned about
healthcare reforms and financing. It is time to be more transparent about the reform scenarios which are being contemplated, and to acknowledge the

civic representation be similarly ensured on the boards
overseeing the management
and
direction
of
corporatised hospitals,
other healthcare institutions, a national health insurance authority, and on
monitoring and regulatory
bodies which may be established for a privatised
healthcare industry. r:J
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in the event that a National
Health Council is formed,

A SOCIAL
OBLIGATION AND
FUNDAMENTAL RIGHT
Message of Support from the Malayan Nurses Union

II

ealthcare to the
people is a social obligation and fundamental right. Malaysia's
health delivery system
recognised this right as
health services were based
on principles of equity, accessibility and universality
and were paid by public
funds. The market for private health care has grown
dramatically and many of
these are profit institutions
in contrast to an earlier tradition of community and
philanthrophically supported hospitals. MNU is
concerned with the rapidly
changing situation in
healthcare and the impending health care reforms.

To fulfil its essential humanitarian function, healthcare
must not be forced into a free
market oriented model; the
efficiency and effectiveness of
the healthcare system should
be measured in health outcomes and long term benefits
to individuals and society as
a whole. More must be done
within the healthcare system
to create the optimum conditionfor the promotion of good

health and dignity for the
people. The financing and the
establishment ofthe priorities
for healthcare must be controlled by publicly accountable bodies so that there is

culture of Malaysia's
healthcare system.
The
imposition
of
privatisation, corporatisation,
contractingoutofandtheim-

Anne Khoo, Cen-Secrelnry. Mnlaynn Nurses Union

public responsibility over the
use of funds to provide the
services that society as a
whole wants to prioritise.
Improving quality depends to
a large extent on investing in
human resources. Provision
should not be limited to providing the minimum and to
systematically diminishing
eligibility, access and range of
services but should instead
continue with the traditional
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portation of "business methods" are often pronounced as
necessary to provide more efficient and effective services
for the consumer and to be
sensitive to the individual
needs and preference. But the
reality often results in the
downsizing of personnel, cuts
in the budget and reductions
in essential public services to
the people. Consumers end
up paying higher costs for the
essential services.

The Malayan Nurses Union
represents nurses in the public service. Nurses are advocates of their patients in
terms of care and financial
situation. We care for among
others, the homeless, the disI
advantaged and minorities,
I
who for one reason or anWAO~ Statement of Endorsement
other have problems with
their health and cannot af- •
ford to pay for health care.
omen's
Aid women and children, to
We are concerned because
Organisation have free access to immethe poor and rural residents
(WAO) would like diate emergency care and
depend greatly on governto express our concern that after-care at all hospitals.
ment health service. We
any
move
towards
foresee that many less fortucorporatisation
or Furthermore, the existing
nate patients will be given
privatization of health ser- healthcare system prolow priority if healthcare is
vices under the guise of vides extensive reproducleft to market forces.
~ healthcare reform will tive health services which
threaten the existing emer- are accessible, available
Nurses, as public service
gency services available to and affordable especially
workers, are people commitwomen and children at the to poor womPn. The govted to the principles of public
emergency centres of gov- ernment must ensure that
service. We urge that positive
ernment hospitals. These these essential services action must be taken to reemergency services are family planning informaverse the two already distinct
available to all Malaysians tion, ante-natal, child birth
classes of citizens, that is, one
and documented migrants. and post natal services which can afford to pay and
Presently, a One-Stop Cri- continue.
therefore has access to adsis Centre has been estabvanced
high
quality
lished in 94 government As a signatory to the Conhealthcare and the other
hospitals to respond to vic- vention on the Eliminawhich is unable to pay and
tims of domestic violence, tion of all Forms of Dis- ,
therefore has to depend upon
Against
rape survivors and abused crimination
an under-funded, decimated
children. We cannot com- Women, the Programme
and demoralised government
promise on these services of Action of the Internahealthcare service.
available to victims of vio- tional Conference on
lence who are treated pre- Population and DevelopThe Malayan Nurses Union
sumably with sensitivity ment, the Beijing Declarasupports the statement of the
and by following a guided tion and the National i
Citizens' Health Initiative and
protocol devised over the Policy on Women, the Ma- '
stands together to demonyears
by
women's laysian government is
strate that nurse care and
organisations together with obliged to fulfil its obligahealth services, which are a
physicians. It is the right tion to ensure universal
fundamental right and a soof every survivor of family access to quality health
cial obligation, should not be
violence, most of whom are care services. Cl
privatised. 0

'~ NO COMPROMISE
ON ESSENTIAL
SERVICES
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BE A FRIEND OF ALIRA
PREVENT PRICE I CREASE
Subscribe to the Monthly

g

es, help us to prevent
the price of A/iran
Monthly &om going up
- otherwise the Monthly
is going to cost more.

In January last year, the printing
cost of the Monthly went up by
17 per cent and we were forced rather reluctantly - to increase the
price then.

the Monthly from the shopkeeper,
he or she pays RM1.05 as commission. We receive only RM1.95
(out of the RM3) for every copy
sold - and this is only paid to us
3 months later. In spite of the 3
months' grace, we are not paid
promptly - usually the delay is
longer. In addition we absorb the
cost of unsold copies of the
Monthly.

It is not possible for us to further
absorb the new increase in printing cost - unless you, our loyal
readers, intervene and give us a
In other words from January helping hand.
1997 to January 1998 - within a
span of 13 months- the printing If we can double our sales, we
cost of the Monthly has soared by can easily achieve this - then we
36 per cent. And if we can help can stick to the old price of RM3.
it, we do not want to increase the
price of the Monthly once again. H every reader can bring in a subAliran Monthly does not carry scriber, this target can be met. If
any advertisements. Our income every reader of the Monthly can
comes solely &om the sales and in tum become a subscriber- infrom public donations from s tead of buying the magazine
from the shelf- that will also help
friends.
tremendously.
For every copy of the Monthly
you buy from the stalls/shops, Please help us to serve you and
we pay a 35 per cent commission. avert a price rise - Get us a subIn practical terms, it means for scriber and be a subscriber as
every RM3 a reader pays to buy well.

As from January 1998, the printing cost of the Monthly has gone
up again by another 16 per cent.
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PEOPLE Is HEALIH
MOVEMENT TAKES SHAPE
Citizens concerned about the effects of healthcare privatisation
make a stand by officially launching the Citizens' Health
Manifesto
by Dr Chan Chee Khoon
(Citizens' Health Initiative e-mail:citizens_healtlz@mailcity.com)

g

arch 7, 1998 was the oc- 1997:17(8) and Malaysian Medicas ion for a mod est calTribune(Feb/Mar1998). Ithas
gathering at Kolej also been circulated widely to
Tunku
Khursiah, n o n - g o v e r n m e n t a 1
Universiti Malaya, for the offi- organisations and socially-enciallaunch of the Citizens'
Health Manifesto. No
block of ice was shattered,
nor were thPxe da7.7.ling laser displays and electronically
launched
homepages, nor even a
low-tech balloon float.
Courtesy of the New
Straits Times and The Sun,
the simple but effective
display of bold lettering,
spelling out M anifesto Launching tire Citizens ' Health Manifesto
Kesihatan Rak yat declared its existence and its seri- gaged individuals and everyone
ous intent to the general public, is welcome and urged to enbut regrettably this was not car- dorse it.
ried in the Malay, Chinese or
Tamil press, which were inexpli- The growing list of endorsers
now includes 43 organisations
cably absent.
and 87 individuals representing
This document, which seeks to a multiracial, multi-religious
articulate the mounting appre- cross-section of Malaysian socihensions of Malaysian citizens ety--religious groups, consumer
towards the continuing policy of and patient advocates, unions,
corpora tis a tion
and health professionals, legislators,
privatisation of the public women' s groups, and an imhealthcare sector had been ear- pressive list of prominent activlier published in A liran Monthly ists and stalwarts of society. A
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regularly updated list of endorsers is available on the internet at
h ttp ://w ww.malaysia.net/
aliran, together with the full
manifesto itself.
Among the 50-odd endorsers present on the
day were four past presidents of the Malaysian
Medical Association, collectively the social conscience of the Malaysian
medical profession - Dr
R.S. McCoy, Dr T.
Devaraj,
Dr
G.
Sreenevasan and Dr M.K.
Rajakumar who also delivered the keynote address for the morning.
The Malayan Nurses Union was
there, its endorsement coming
significantly from its grassroots
biennial delegates' conference,
and women's groups were also
prominently
represented
(Women's Aid Organisation, Sisters inIslam, Women's Development Collective, All Women' s
Action Society, Tenaganita).
Continued on page 33

